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GPS Fleet Solutions Launches On-line Retail GPS StoreÂ�AnythingGPS.com

The Iler Group announced on the official opening of their new on-line store AnythingGPS.com

Tampa, FL (PRWEB) October 8, 2004 -- The Iler Group announced on the official opening of their new on-line
store AnythingGPS.com (AGPS). AGPS is a spin off of the Iler GroupÂ�s successful GPS vehicle tracking
business and an outlet for customers to purchase not only new GPS vehicle tracking systems but also
replacement parts for popular systems.

Â�Our customers are looking for faster and more convenient ways to buy additional units, replacement parts
and miscellaneous items.Â� says Eron Iler President and founder of the Iler Group. Our on-line store is in
direct support of our core business and reaches in the vehicle navigation and personal navigation industries."

About GPS Fleet Solutions and AnythingGPS.com
GPS Fleet Solutions was founded in 2000 and has been a national wholesaler and limited direct supplier of GPS
vehicle tracking technology to businesses and individuals. GPS Fleet Solutions has customers in almost every
major population center in the USA and parts of Canada. Wework with national companies like Interstate
Batteries and Rhodes Furniture as well as smaller local and regional companies.

Our complete line of GPS vehicle tracking systems allows for a consultative approach with potential customers.
Most companies with a single product try to convince prospects their product is the one and only product
available to resolve their issues. Most educated consumers realize this is rarely the case and appreciate a vendor
that can recommend less expensive alternatives.

With an eye out for new technology, capabilities and pricing; GPS Fleet Solutions is constantly shifting to
remain in the center of market demand. To continue to achieve our positioning goals, GPS Fleet Solutions
intends to remain decentralized and agile, yet supported by major suppliers and vendors that can facilitate
service delivery to companies of all sizes in all markets.

For more information:
Visit: www.GPSFleetSolutions.com; www.AnythingGPS.com; www.PassiveGPS.com
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Contact Information
Shawn Millar
GPS FLEET SOLUTIONS
http://www.anythinggps.com
813-914-0202

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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